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I. INTRODUCTION

Claims to reparations for historic injustice mark the modern global landscape. Starting in the late 1980s, with the United States' redress for 120,000 wrongly incarcerated American citizens and Japanese ancestry during World War II, reparations advocates advanced claims on behalf of African Americans, Native Americans, Native Hawaiians and Holocaust survivors in the United States; in support of colonized (and/or enslaved) people in Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Kenya, Britain and the Caribbean islands; in response to formerly repressive regimes in South Africa, Peru, Colombia, Chile, Argentina, the Philippines, Korea, Brazil, Nepal and Cambodia; in reaction to internal genocide in Sierra Leone, the Congo and Rwanda; in challenge to specific wartime atrocities related to Japan and Kosovo; and more. Those claims awakened public consciousness about the horrors of historic injustice and the need for present-day redress. They also generated controversy and legal and political backlash. Now, often integrated into reconciliation or social healing initiatives, claims to reparations are both significant and problematic.1

Professor Mari Matsuda's seminal article Looking to the Bottom2 transformed legal scholarship on justice. By claiming the subordination experiences of those at the bottom of societal hierarchies as legitimate jurisprudential starting points, she refashioned the way scholars think and write about justice.3 And in doing so, she and others laid the foundation for the emergence of Critical Race Theory and for
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grappling with the ways that race shaped and continues to shape many dimensions of American life and law. For this reason, *Looking to the Bottom* has been rightly regarded as path-forging.

What has received less attention is the way that Matsuda, in the same article, triggered an explosion of legal scholarship on reparations for historic injustice. By theorizing about the limits of traditional legal analysis—reparations as individual legal claims against identified perpetrators—and about the contrasting support for reparations provided by critical legal analysis—reparations as group-based claims to repair group-based damage—she opened a new way of assessing and justifying reparations claims. She also identified thorny problems to strategically avoid in conceptualizing and pursuing reparations.

This work and the evolving scholarship that followed over the next several years contributed to a burgeoning reparations practice, with on-the-ground claims in courts and legislatures throughout the country (and later throughout the world). Those reparations claims in turn faced potent conservative backlash—some of it thoughtful, much of it vituperative. This political backlash and skepticism by mainstream judges necessitated a retooling of reparations theory and practice and renewed attention to many of Matsuda’s foundational insights. Although always controversial—whether denominated reparations, redress, or reconciliation—claims for reparations to heal the persistent wounds of historic injustice mark the political and legal landscape in the United States and in countries throughout the world transitioning to democracy.

In this setting we cast bright and, in some respects, new light on Matsuda’s foundational theories on reparations. Section II summarizes her critique of limited traditional legal views and then describes her expansive, yet grounded approach, to reparations as a “critical legalism” and her illumination of theory through the then-pending Japanese American internment redress and Native Hawaiian redress initiatives. As part of this description, we pay close attention to her anticipation of obstacles to reparations, many of which later played out on judicial and legislative battlefields. Section III depicts four evolving past-to-present generations of reparations theory and practice, with Matsuda’s *Looking to the Bottom* article as the first generation’s starting point. Finally, Section IV identifies the present-day relevance of Matsuda’s original insights and their impact.
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on reparations theory and practice "at the cross-roads," particularly as fourth generation reparations theory evolves with a multidisciplinary emphasis on social healing through justice. We do this through a concise look at startling 2011 and 2012 reparations rulings by the High Court of England and Wales ("British High Court"). Those rulings recognize the viability of the Mau Mau people's group-based reparations claim against the British government for atrocities in Kenya during colonial rule and, in important respects, approach reparations as a "critical legalism."

II. LOOKING TO THE BOTTOM: CRITICAL LEGALISM AND A THEORY OF REPARATIONS

For Mari Matsuda, reparations is "a legal concept generated from the bottom." It is "the formal acknowledgment of historical wrong, the recognition of continuing injury, and the commitment to redress, looking always to victims for guidance." This early conception of reparations as group-based claims for continuing group-based damage— informs by those on the bottom—unlocked a new way of assessing and justifying reparations claims.

Then-emerging Japanese American and Native Hawaiian reparations claims provided the factual basis for her theory of reparations. Japanese Americans in the 1980s launched a redress movement for their internment during World War II, and Native Hawaiians sought reparations for the overthrow of the Hawaiian government and loss of land. For Matsuda, Japanese American and Native Hawaiian group consciousness and experience, along with critical theory insights, informed an expanded reparations theory generated by looking to the bottom.

15 See infra Section IV.
16 See id.
17 Matsuda, Looking to the Bottom, supra note 2, at 362. Matsuda describes "the bottom" as "those who have seen and felt the falsity of the liberal promise" and who occupy the lower rungs of the social and economic ladder. Id. at 324.
20 Matsuda, Looking to the Bottom, supra note 2, at 373.
A. Limits of Traditional Legal Analysis

To open the "doctrinal door" for reparations claims, Matsuda initially described the liberal legal conception of reparations—a narrow concept requiring proof of wrongful action by an individual perpetrator that causes specific harm to an individual victim. More specifically, she described three standard legal doctrinal objections to reparations: (1) the "difficult identification of perpetrator and victim groups"; (2) the "lack of sufficient connection between past wrong and present claim"; and (3) the "difficulty of calculation of damages"—and offered critical responses to each.

First, for Matsuda, reparations claims make new connections between victims and perpetrators, thus challenging the law's affinity for specific identification of wrongdoers and victims (concepts of privity, standing, and nexus). In her transformational view of reparations, described more fully below, victim group members are connected by the "continuing group damage engendered by past wrongs." For example, Native Hawaiians are persistently at the bottom of every socio-economic demographic indicator, and Japanese Americans, though successful overall by standard indicators, faced pervasive racism and continue to encounter a glass ceiling. While not all group members are similarly situated (some are rich or poor, assimilated or non-assimilated), "the experience of discrimination against the group is real," and thus, "the connections inevitably exist." Perpetrator group members are also linked because they "continue to benefit from the wrongs of the past and the presumptions of inferiority imposed upon victims." While dominant perpetrator group members may deny personal involvement or racism, they cannot escape their "privileged status." For example,
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28 Matsuda, Looking to the Bottom, supra note 2, at 379. See Verna L. Williams, Reading, Writing, and Reparations: Systemic Reform of Public Schools as a Matter of Justice, 11 MICH. J. RACE & L. 419, 429 (2006) (highlighting Matsuda’s observations about group liability and the connections between victims and perpetrators); see also James R. Hackney, Jr., Ideological Conflict, African American Reparations, Tort Causation
nearly all non-Native Hawaiian residents of Hawai‘i benefit from the loss of Native Hawaiian land and sovereignty through their use of former native lands and access to services derived from revenue from those lands. Thus, "[u]nder [Matsuda’s] reparations doctrine, the working class whites whose ancestors never harbored any prejudice or ill-will toward the victim group are taxed equally with the perpetrators’ direct descendants for the sins of the past."29 This is sensible, Matsuda argues, because the privilege gained from the persistent inferiority of those on the bottom is a collective benefit to the dominant perpetrator group members. From this view, “victims and perpetrators belong to groups that, as a matter of history, are logically treated in the collective sense of reparations rather than the individual sense of the typical legal claim.”30

Second, Matsuda also challenged the law’s penchant for a close linkage between the alleged act and the present claim (e.g., statute of limitations, proximate cause, and laches).31 She contended that reparations claims are always timely because they are based on continuing economic harm and discrimination.32 Traditional exceptions to these doctrines, such as disability and fraud, also apply. For example, the victim groups’ injuries—the “deprivation of land, resources, educational opportunity, person-hood, and political recognition—are disabilities that have precluded successful presentation of the claim at an earlier time.”33 Likewise, fraud and misrepresentation have delayed the presentation of claims.34

Reparations claims justify an expanded proximate causal connection. While the vertical gap of time in reparations claims is problematic, “[e]ven mainstream jurists, however, recognize that the proximate cause question is essentially political.”35 In cases of intentional torts, for example, judges often reach “across wide[ ] gulfs of time and space to connect act and injury.”36 For Matsuda, “[a]n act of racism against a powerless victim is a classic case justifying imposition of a proximate causal connection.”37 Indeed, a reasonable person would effortlessly “predict the harm that would befall Hawaiians from the loss of their nation and land, or the harm that would befall Japanese-Americans taken abruptly from their


29 Matsuda, Looking to the Bottom, supra note 2, at 375.
32 See Burkett, supra note 22, at 123 n.80 (noting Mari Matsuda’s point that these continuing harms keep the “wounds [] fresh,” making “the action timely”); see also Katrina Miriam Wyman, Is There Moral Justification for Redressing Historical Injustices?, 61 VAND. L. REV. 127, 195 (2008).
33 Matsuda, Looking to the Bottom, supra note 2, at 382.
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homes to the desert relocation centers.”

Thus, for Matsuda, an expanded liberal legal conception of reparations serves classical democratic values of fairness, participation, and personhood. Viewed in this way, reparations “begins to address the substantive barriers to liberty” by “rais[ing] the standard of living of victim groups, promoting their survival and participation.” But the rhetoric of this expanded liberal legal view can “bite back.” Critical legal scholars and lawyers caution against “neutral principles and liberal-legalisms” used to privilege those on top. For Matsuda, reparations is not neutral—it is “tilted toward the bottom.” As such, she retooled reparations as a “critical legalism,” offering a pathbreaking way to assess and justify reparations claims.

B. Reparations as Critical Legalism

Matsuda described a theory of reparations that considers “both a victim’s consciousness and the insights of critical legal theorists.” Critical inquiry “reveals the flexibility of legal doctrine and invites new consciousness of what law can be.” Looking to victim groups’ experiences “suggests versions of liberalism, legal consciousness and legal doctrine that possess critical power.” She concluded that reparations—“the idea of acknowledgment of and payment for past injustice to victims of racism”—is a critical legalism.

For Matsuda, a critical legalism is “a legal concept that has transformative power and that avoids the traps of individualism, neutrality and indeterminacy that plague many mainstream concepts of rights or legal principles.” Reparations as a critical legalism “avoids standard liberal pitfalls” for three reasons. First, unlike concepts of free speech or due process that are rights extending to all members of the polity, reparations “is a concept directed at remedying wrongs committed against the powerless.” Second, reparations avoids the ideological traps of liberal legal or “traditional rights thinking” just described because it supports group rather than individual rights. Third, “reparations is at its heart
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 transformative. It recognizes the crimes of the powerful against the powerless. It condemns exploitation and adopts a vision of a more just world. It "has the aspirational, affirming, idealistic attraction of rights rhetoric, without the weak backbone."51

She cautioned, however, that this "progressive tilt" of reparations can "mask lurking dangers."52 For example, reparations could "promote[ the idea that everyone has a price, that every wound is salved by cash, that success merely means more money."53 For Matsuda, commodification of victimhood is a serious concern; yet the shortage of remedial resources in racial communities militates against the risk of commodification. The monetary award is symbolic: it cannot compensate for losses of sovereignty or freedom. Nevertheless, "[r]esistance to commodification is important. If reparations are viewed as an equivalent exchange for past wrongs, continuing claims are terminated."54

Relatedly, some victim group members reject reparations "because of the political reality that any reparations award will come only when those in power decide it is appropriate."55 From this view, reparations portray the United States as "benign and contrite"—a "lawgiver and patron."56 As such, "[r]eparations buys off protest, assuages white guilt, and throws responsibility for continued racism upon the victims."57 To avoid this, Matsuda contends, "victims must define the remedies, and the obligation of reparations must continue until all vestiges of past injustice are dead and buried."58 In this sense, reparations is forward-looking and "is not ... equivalent to a standard legal judgment. It is the formal acknowledgment of historical wrong, the recognition of continuing injury, and the commitment to [present and future] redress, looking always to victims for guidance."59

Finally, Matsuda warned of the effect that reparations awarded to one group may have on other uncompensated groups. She contended: "[r]eparations will result in a new form of disadvantage only if they are made outside of a broader consciousness that always looks to the needs of the bottom."60 Each reparations award should instead be viewed as a collective "step forward in the long journey toward substantive equality."61 For example, Native Hawaiians should view awards already made to Native Americans "not as a chunk taken out of a limited fund,
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leaving less for Hawaiians, but as a symbol of the possibility of reparations for Hawaiians as well.\textsuperscript{62}

Not only was Matsuda’s theorizing about reparations integral to the development of Critical Race Theory,\textsuperscript{63} but it also laid the foundation for evolving generations of contemporary reparations theory and practice, discussed in the next section.

III. FOUR GENERATIONS OF EVOLVING REPARATIONS THEORY AND PRACTICE

Near the turn of the millennium, Alfred L. Brophy observed that modern reparations theory could be broadly characterized by several overlapping modern generations of legal scholarship. The “generations” are not sequential time periods or distinct categories of scholarship; rather they depict intersecting strategies and movements that have paved the way for reparations claims.

A. First Generation: Possibility for Reparations

Beginning in the mid-1980s, in terms of modern reparations activity, the first generation theorized that reparations for slavery and other racial crimes were possible.\textsuperscript{64} To open space for envisioning reparations, the scholars “criticized] the existing [legal] system . . . and its seeming inability to provide a language for thinking about reparations.”\textsuperscript{65}

As described in Section II, Matsuda initiated this discourse in 1987, eschewing the traditional liberal legal view of reparations as an ordinary, if problematic, legal remedy for redressing individual claims. She proposed group-based remedies for historic injustices. She argued for reparations that repair the wounds of injustice persisting over years because of “continuing stigma and economic harm.”\textsuperscript{66} For that reason she contemplated forward-looking remedies aimed at repairing the material and psychological damage to those subordinated and to society itself to

\textsuperscript{62} Id.


\textsuperscript{65} Brophy, Reparations Talk, supra note 64, at 82 (describing the three overlapping generations Brophy identified and adding a fourth, this essay draws substantially from updates and refines material from Yamamoto et al., Crossroads, supra note 14).

\textsuperscript{66} Matsuda, Looking to the Bottom, supra note 2, at 381.
“mov[e] us away from repression toward community.”

In Matsuda’s view, then-pending reparations claims of Native Hawaiians for loss of sovereignty and Japanese Americans for internment during World War II were better understood not as individual claims for compensation, but as compelling demands to redress the full range of harms from group-based historic injustice. That theorizing laid the foundation for other scholars, particularly Professors Vincene Verdun and Rhonda Magee, who extended Matsuda’s general vision of redress and called for reparations for African American slavery and Jim Crow segregation.

B. Second Generation: Legislative Reparations

With the then-new Civil Liberties Act of 1988 and Japanese American internment redress as a backdrop, a second generation of reparations theory emerged with an emphasis on the legislative arena. According to Brophy, the second generation “contemplated what reparations might provide and how they might lead to . . . justice” in the practical world of politics and social movements. Brophy cited Robert Wesley’s and Eric Yamamoto’s writings strategically linking narrowly-framed Japanese American redress to far broader African American reparations claims. Brophy’s own scholarship, Reconstructing the Dreamland, drew in part upon the dynamics of internment redress – investigative commission, litigation and legislative action – in calling for reparations for African American survivors of the 1921 “Tulsa Race Riots” that killed many people and destroyed a thriving African American town.

Similarly, other American scholars and advocates in the 1990s sought to link
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litigation and political organizing to achieve comprehensive legislative reparations for other historically oppressed groups — in particular, African Americans, Native Americans, Native Hawaiians, and Puerto Ricans. Those legislative reparations claims encompassed apologies, individual payments, return of assets or land, memorials, and public education. And reparations advocacy spread internationally, highlighted by the urgent and final reparations programs recommended by South Africa’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission to redress decades of white apartheid rule. Slave descendants in African and Caribbean countries also sought redress for the long-standing damage of the European transatlantic slave trade. The 2001 United Nations World Conference on Racism in Durban, South Africa, ignited a Pan-African reparations movement.

With the support of activists from over 168 countries, the conference issued a call for reparations to repair the persisting harms of centuries of government-sanctioned racism. With 3,000 American activists and supporters in attendance, the U.S. movement merged with the Pan-African movement into a broad call for slavery redress.

Back in the United States, however, as anticipated by Matsuda, the African American reparations movement calling for monetary compensation faced increasingly strident opposition. In addition to the opposition to legislative
reparations, 9/11 dramatically altered America's justice priorities. The 2001 attacks shifted U.S. political consciousness to the "war on terror." Repositioning America as the victim of hostile aggression, the serious advance on "reparations was blasted off the political map." 86 Most major political initiatives withered.

C. Third Generation: Litigation

Scholars and advocates shifted from the political to the legal, from legislatures to courts, remaking reparations theory and practice into a third generation marked by demands for reparations as legal claims in the courts. Randall Robinson's controversial book, The Debt, urged the United States to pay reparations as "restitution to blacks for the damage done." 87 His book encouraged African Americans to seek court-mandated remedies. Scholars and litigators worked to craft reparations within a formal narrow legal framework as legal claims largely for compensation. 88 While reciting a poignant history of exploitation and suffering, proponents sought recovery according to traditional tort and contract legal doctrines. 89 But, as Matsuda and others earlier predicted, courts dismissed these traditionally framed lawsuits on ordinary procedural grounds, such as lack of individual standing and statutes of limitations. 90

The third generation's reparations suits also illuminated the "underside of reparations process"91 – three socio-legal risks that Matsuda and other second generation scholars predicted would likely be integral to a reparations claiming process.

Those scholars characterized the first risk as "the distorted legal framing of reparations claims."92 As revealed by the dismissal of the Farmer-Paelmann class action suit,93 if reparations lawsuits are narrowly framed as traditional individual

divisiveness).

86 Klein, supra note 84, at 53, 60.
87 ROBINSON, supra note 64, at 9.
88 See, e.g., In re African-American Slave Descendants Litig., 471 F.3d 754, 760 (7th Cir. 2006) (Farmer-Paelmann class action).
90 Brophy, supra note 64, at 103 (noting two specific barriers rendered problematic the reparations-as-legal compensation approach. First, a traditional tort and contract law requires harm to individual plaintiffs caused by identifiable defendants. This presents a sizable challenge for African American reparations claimants because attributing wrongdoing to "particular individuals, businesses, or entities is difficult." Second, legal claimants must overcome traditional threshold procedural barriers, including standing and statutes of limitations. These barriers enabled judges to dismiss nearly all African American reparations claims). See In re African-American Slave Descendants Litig., 471 F.3d 754, 760 (7th Cir. 2006); Katrina Miriam Wyman, supra note 30, at 158-59 (2008) (questioning whether monetary compensation can "restore" victims of historical injustice when injuries are incommensurable)
92 Id. at 487.
93 In re African-Am. Slave Descendants Litig., 471 F.3d 754, 754 (7th Cir. 2006) (dismissing class action against slavery-industry companies for plaintiffs' lack of standing and on statute of limitations grounds).
legal claims, judges are likely to reject reparations suits at the procedural threshold, generating a distorted public perception that reparations legal claims lack substantive merit.

Scholars characterized the second emergent risk as the "dilemma of reparations."\footnote{Yamamoto, Racial Reparations, supra note 72, at 494-97.} By "inflaming old wounds and triggering regressive reactions," reparations claims might engender backlash and entrench victim status.\footnote{Id. at 494.}

The third emergent risk related to Matsuda's concern about the possible commodification of group-based injustice — the "ideology of reparations."\footnote{Id. at 497-501.} Because reparations claims often separate the "haves" from the "have nots," the reparations claims process itself might exacerbate race and class tensions by characterizing some groups as more "worthy" of redress than others.\footnote{Id. at 516.}

Indeed, legal claims for compensation triggered harsh opposition from segments of the media and the mainstream public as well as legal scholars.\footnote{Scholars maintained that the "underside" called not for abandonment of reparations, but for "careful strategic framing of debate and action" about reparations to minimize potential harms. Eric K. Yamamoto, What's Next? Japanese American Redress and African American Reparations, in REDRESS FOR HISTORICAL INJUSTICES IN THE UNITED STATES: ON REPARATIONS FOR SLAVERY, JIM CROW, AND THEIR LEGACIES 411, 415 (Michael T. Martin & Marilyn Yaquinto eds., 2007); see also Matsuda, Looking to the Bottom, supra note 2, at 392-97.} Many objected to paying for wrongs they had not committed and opposed providing blanket monetary compensation for all African Americans — including those from non-slave countries and those who have achieved great wealth, like Oprah Winfrey.\footnote{For instance, Professors Eric A. Posner and Adrian Vermeule proffered a restrictive method for evaluating African American reparations claims. Taxpayers, they argued, "cannot be blamed for slavery or be said, in any normal sense, to have benefitted from slavery" nor should proponents "assign blame" to the U.S. government because it is the "institution that destroyed slavery at great cost." Eric A. Posner & Adrian Vermeule, Reparations for Slavery and Other Historical Injustices, 103 COLUM. L. REV. 689, 738 (2003). See also Alfred L. Brophy, Reconsidering Reparations, 81 IND. L.J. 811, 813-814 (2006) (appearing to Professor Brophy that by narrowly defining bona fide reparations, all reparations claims were framed as meritless by Posner and Vermeule).}


D. Fourth Generation: Reconciliation

In light of the limitations of the third generation litigation strategy, reparations proponents revitalized and retooled the repair paradigm of the first and second generations, but this time incorporated social and political initiatives aimed mainly at broad forms of reconciliation rather than litigation for monetary

\footnote{Shelby Steele, Reparations Enshrine Victimhood, Dishonoring Our Ancestors, NEWSWEEK, Aug. 27, 2001, at 23.}
The evolving fourth generation’s redress discourse now explicitly embraces reconciliation, or even more broadly, social healing. Reconciliation entails the healing of peoples’ wounds and the mending of tears in the societal fabric to foster productive, peaceable relations. This vision of repair has emerged worldwide. Many established democracies undertaking reconciliation initiatives emphasize the “individual and societal benefits of story-telling, apologies, symbolic payments and public education.”

Returning in part to the internment redress model, this current fourth generation of reparations theory coalesced around recognizing and accepting responsibility for historic injustice, repairing present-day harms linked to past group-based injustice, and restoring or building productive group relationships.

Within the fourth generation’s renewed repair, rather than mainly compensatory, paradigm, like Matsuda fifteen years earlier, scholars emphasized forward-looking reparatory initiatives. While backward-looking initiatives seek to “correct” past injustice by compensating victims for particularized harms, forward-looking initiatives recognize continuing harms and emphasize improving lives into the future. Three types of proposals emerged from reparations proponents. First are “social transformation” programs and multicultural “bottom up” government initiatives to relieve poverty and eliminate barriers of discrimination. Second are community/institution building programs to rebuild communities through government investments that improve the educational and economic opportunities. Third are “individual support based programs,” including government trust funds that help finance individuals’ “college tuition, health care coverage, and business.”

These kinds of reparative measures — now an integral part of larger reconciliation initiatives — mark the contemporary global political landscape.
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101 See Eric J. Miller, Reconceiving Reparations: Multiple Strategies in the Reparations Debate, 24 B.C. THIRD WORLD L.J. 45 (2004); Wenger, Radical to Practical, supra note 31; Yamamoto et al., Crossroads, supra note 14, at 31.
102 See infra notes 119-25 and accompanying text.
103 See THE HANDBOOK OF REPARATIONS, supra note 79.
104 Yamamoto & Obrey, Reframing Redress, supra note 74, at 20.
107 BROPHY, PRO & CON, supra note 19, at 9 (citing the Civil Liberties Act of 1988 as one model for redress, Professor Brophy envisions reparations as “programs that are justified on the basis of past harm and that are also designed to . . . correct that harm and/or improve the lives of victims into the future”).
108 See id.; see also Burkett, supra note 22.
110 ROY L. BROOKS, ATONEMENT AND FORGIVENESS: A NEW MODEL FOR BLACK REPARATIONS 143 (2004); Burkett, supra note 22, at 101-02; Carlton Waterhouse, Follow the Yellow Brick Road: Pensusing the Path to Constitutionally Permissible Reparations for Slavery and Jim Crow Era Governmental Discrimination, 62 RUTGERS L. REV. 163, 198 (2009).
With roots in the fifteen-year truth and reconciliation process designed to rebuild South Africa after the fall of apartheid, they range from Colombia's, Peru's and Kenya's structured, government-supported initiatives, to the United States' and State of Hawai'i's halting commitments to reconciliation with Native Hawaiians over land and self-governance, to the efforts of the residents of the South Korean Island of Jeju to engage the South Korean government and the United States in healing the persisting wounds of the Jeju April 3rd Grand Massacre inflicted partially during United States' peacetime occupation of South Korea.

By the end of the 2010s, however, many reconciliation initiatives faced grave practical obstacles. In Canada, for instance, some indigenous Canadians expressed frustration at the delayed implementation of reconciliation measures and at the government's partially empty promises. In Timor-Leste, political instability severely slowed the legislatively-mandated, gender-sensitive reconciliation process. And in New Zealand, the potency of the Waitangi Tribunal's land

111 See Desmond M. Tutu, No Future Without Forgiveness (1999); Penelope E. Andrews, Reparations for Apartheid's Victims: The Path to Reconciliation?, 53 DePaul L. Rev. 1155, 1171-72 (2004); Eric K. Yamamoto, Race Apologies, 1 J. GENDER RACE & JUST. 47, 49-52 (1997). In 1993 South Africa legislatively mandated a widely recognized reconciliation project aimed at healing historic wounds and rebuilding the nation. South Africa established a Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) to investigate gross violations of human rights, consider amnesty for those who confess to political crimes and recommend both monetary and nonmonetary reparations for victims. The South Africa TRC progress is now viewed by many as a mixed bag - with the successes of victim storytelling and the unearthing of truths about the deep injustices of white apartheid and the failures of economic justice for the mass of black South Africans.


115 See Joint Resolution to Acknowledge the 100th Anniversary of the January 17, 1893 Overthrow of the Kingdom of Hawaii, and to Offer an Apology to Native Hawaiians on Behalf of the United States for the Overthrow of the Kingdom of Hawaii, Pub. L. No. 103-150, 107 Stat. 1513 (1993); Derek H. Kauanoe & Breann S. Nu’uhiwa, We Are Who We Thought We Were: Congress’ Authority to Recognize a Native Hawaiian Polity United by Common Descent, 13 ASIAN-PAC. L. & POL’Y J. 117 (2012); D. Kapua Sproat, Wai Through Kānāwai: Water for Hawaii’s Streams and Justice for Hawaiian Communities, 95 MARQ. L. REV. 127 (2012).


118 See INDIAN RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS TRUTH & RECONCILIATION COMMISSION, TRUTH HEALING RECONCILIATION (2008), available at http://www.trc-vc.ca/pdfs/20080818eng/pdf (describing a commission that seeks to guide Canadian natives "in a process of truth, healing and reconciliation that will lead to renewed relations" with the Canadian government).

119 See Yamamoto et al. Crossroads, supra note 14, at 6 n.20.
determinations in favor of the Maori people was undermined by the government's politically-based delays. Similar practical obstacles plagued reconciliation initiatives across the globe, in countries like Nepal, Sierra Leone, Chile, Sri Lanka, and Bosnia.

Reconciliation's limitations may well lie in its illusive meaning and shifting political underpinnings. The language of reconciliation alone offers no firm guidance to even well-meaning policymakers and also allows ill-intentioned politicians to disguise continuing power abuses behind a peaceable façade. Matsuda earlier cautioned about this danger in assessing the ways that reparations might be distorted both by conventional legal analysis and by political opposition. The idea of reconciliation, while powerful, did not itself provide a detailed, grounded analytical framework to guide and assess real-life reparatory initiatives.

E. Beyond the Fourth Generation: Social Healing

Faced with these challenges in theory, on the ground reparations initiatives are facing a bumpy, though still passable, road towards justice. Fourth generation theorists are continuing to recast the repair approach to historic injustice, searching for new language within a conceptually sound and practically workable framework. Part of that effort today is the resurfacing of Matsuda's fundamental insights from Looking to the Bottom.

To address the repair paradigm's salutary aspects and uncertainties, redress scholars and advocates are endeavoring to discern analytically and practically when social healing efforts are truly productive for individuals and society and when they are not. The aim is to capture concepts, expressed in a "common language," that serve both as a "strategic guide" for new or on-going initiatives and as a "tool
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120 See generally Joe Williams, Truth, Reconciliation and the Class of Cultures in the Waitangi Tribunal, AUSTRALIAN & NEW ZEALAND LAW & HISTORY JOURNAL (2005) (describing politically-induced delays in process of government approval of tribunal awards).


122 See Matsuda, Looking to the Bottom, supra note 2, at 393-97.

123 See Pablo de Greiff, Justice and Reparations, in THE HANDBOOK OF REPARATIONS, supra note 79, at 455 (identifying specific reparatory goals of "recognition, civic trust, and social solidarity"); SHERRILYN A. IFILL, ON THE COURTHOUSE LAWN: CONFRONTING THE LEGACY OF LYNCHING IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY 133 (2007) (urging scholars and advocates to assess reconciliation efforts in light of their capacity to create a new community that can hear and acknowledge the stories of both victims and perpetrators, of beneficiaries and bystanders).
of assessment” for actions already taken.124

As anticipated by Matsuda’s infusion of conceptual notes beyond law’s normal register – she called it “traneing,” after Coltrane’s jazz riffs125 – multidisciplinary scholarship on reconciliation offers insights into the kind of justice that heals group-based wounds. For instance, Will Kymlicka and Bashir Bashir, the editors of The Politics of Reconciliation, explore the “real-world intermingling” of reconciliation efforts and identity politics.126 Scholars who engage social science, most notably in The Social Psychology of Intergroup Reconciliation, analyze social group healing in light of the social psychological processes.127 Drawing from Christian theology, Roy Brooks suggests that the “key to racial reconciliation” is atonement and forgiveness.128 Rebecca Tsosie infuses indigenous peoples’ cultural practices and values to “engage the spirit of racial healing.”129 Eric Yamamoto and Brian Macintosh draw upon the economic capability theories of Amartya Sen and Martha Nussbaum to highlight the “salience of economic justice” to redress initiatives.130

Yamamoto coalesces these and other approaches and offers a multidisciplinary four-dimensional framework to guide and assess reparatory initiatives.131 This

125 Matsuda, Looking to the Bottom, supra note 2, at 388.
126 THE POLITICS OF RECONCILIATION, supra note 117, at 7 (describing the interaction of academic theorizing with on-the-ground reparations movements).
127 THE SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY OF INTERGROUP RECONCILIATION (Arie Nadler et al. eds., 2008) (addressing varying processes of social group healing from the harms of mass trauma).
128 BROOKS, supra note 110, at 43.
129 Rebecca Tsosie, Engaging the Spirit of Racial Healing Within Critical Race Theory: An Exercise in Transformative Thought, 11 MICH. J. RACE & L. 21, 22 (2005) (concerning Native Hawaiians and the continuing harms of colonization, assessing “what it means to ‘heal’ injustice [that is embedded in society at the level of both structure and consciousness”).
131 Drawing insights from social psychology, prophetic theology, political theory, law, economics and indigenous healing practices, Social Healing Through Justice emerges from four commonalities among these diverse disciplines. The first commonality is recognition that “all are members of the polity, and injury to one harms the entire community, and therefore healing the injured is the responsibility of all.” The second is that genuine healing requires mutual engagement and simultaneous repair on both the individual and collective level. Participation “must be widespread, and all must see a benefit.” The third is that for redress to be meaningful, communities must see “material change” in socio-economic conditions. The fourth distills the other commonalities into the analytical framework for guiding and assessing reparatory initiatives on the ground, the “Four Rs” of Social Healing Through Justice (recognition, responsibility, reconstruction, and reparation). Yamamoto & Obrey, Reframing Redress, supra note 74, at 32-33. See also ELAZAR BARKAN, THE GUILT OF NATIONS: RESTITUTION AND NEGOTIATING HISTORICAL INJUSTICES (1st. ed. 2000) (economics and psychology); BROOKS, supra note 110 (Christianity); DONALD W. SHRIVER,
framework emphasizes a kind of justice that aims to heal psychological wounds and repair the material damage of historical injustice. Rather than a one-time payment of often symbolic monetary compensation as the main goal, a framework of social healing through justice focuses “on ways to ‘repair’ the deep harms to society (divisions, guilt, shame, lack of moral standing) by healing the continuing [economic and psychological] wounds of [people suffering group-based] injustice.”


Although most international human rights remain unenforceable in courts of law, as aspirational norms, they now “affect how both policy makers and ordinary citizens think about the state’s interest” in reparations for past or continuing government-sponsored injustice. Thus, human rights norms affect notions of social healing by “influencing modes of thought . . . [and becoming] a constitutive part of culture, shaping and determining social relations and providing ‘a distinctive manner of imagining’ what is morally right and just.”

For these reasons, governments and advocacy groups throughout the world are “increasingly embracing reparations for historic harms inflicted by governments
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132 Yamamoto & Obrey, Reframing Redress, supra note 74, at 30. See also Derrick A. Bell, Jr., Brown v. Board of Education and the Interest-Convergence Dilemma, 93 HARV. L. REV. 518, 523 (1980) (drawing from Professor Derrick Bell’s interest-convergence thesis that dominant groups tend to recognize rights of vulnerable groups only when doing so benefits their larger interests for Social Justice Through Healing).

133 See Sproat, supra note 115.


and businesses as a lynchpin for legitimizing present-day democratic governance." More than ever, both established and transitioning democracies perceive a larger self-interest in acknowledging responsibility for historic group-based injustices and repairing persisting damage.

139

As the fourth generation of reparations scholarship and practice continues to evolve, and as reconciliation initiatives (incorporating reparations components) populate the global landscape, international human rights norms increasingly influence the tenor of social healing. Thus, Matsuda's earlier creative insights into expansive forward-looking remedies presaged a broadly intertwined domestic law and human rights approach to reparative justice.140

This evolving approach to reparations as a critical legalism emerged recently from an unexpected source — the British High Court in London.

IV. HISTORIC 2011-2012 BRITISH HIGH COURT RULINGS ON MAU MAU REPARATIONS CLAIMS: A CASE STUDY OF REPARATIONS AS CRITICAL LEGALISM

In 2011 and 2012, Britain's High Court placed its imprimatur on the Mau Mau reparations lawsuit for British Government-related atrocities in colonial Kenya decades ago.141 By contrast, United States courts terminated reparations suits by World War II Japanese American internees,142 African Americans for slavery-related harms,143 and African American victims of the 1921 Tulsa Race

138 See id. at 64; Adjoa A. Aiyetoro, Why Reparations to African American Descendants in the United States Are Essential to Democracy, 14 J. GENDER RACE & JUST. 633 (2011).

139 See Yamamoto et al., Crossroads, supra note 14, at 72-73.


143 In re African-Am. Slave Descendants Litig., 471 F.3d 754, 756 (7th Cir. 2006) (dismissing class action against slavery-industry companies for plaintiffs' lack of standing and on statute of limitations grounds); Cato v. United States, 70 F.3d 1103 (9th Cir. 1995) (dismissing slavery reparations claims at outset of litigation).
Riot mayhem for failure to plead bona fide legal claims or because the statute of limitations expired. The High Court in Mutua, et al. v. Foreign and Commonwealth Office might have similarly ended the Mau Mau’s controversial claim at the threshold, well before further information discovery and certainly before an embarrassing public trial. But it chose to do the opposite.

In startling rulings for what is usually deemed to be a non-adventurous tribunal, the High Court denied the defendant Government’s motion to dismiss. It determined that the Mau Mau claimants marshaled enough preliminary evidence of group-based torture and abuse linked to the British Government to state a bona fide legal claim under English common law, and more generally according to international human rights norms, to overcome the statute of limitations time-bar. Their claim will now proceed to a formal public trial.

The High Court embarked on a juridical road less traveled. It acknowledged the colonial setting, group-based harms, and forward-looking human rights norms of reparatory justice. With an apparent eye on social healing in addition to compensation, it at least implicitly embraced reparations as a critical legalism, as something far more than a “standard legal judgment.” Indeed, Matsuda’s scholarship on reparations elucidates a coherent framework by which to analyze the High Court’s decisions.

As summarized below, although cast in formal legal language, the High Court’s rulings were anything but a “standard legal judgment.” And regardless of ultimate formal outcome, by altering public perceptions, the rulings may well have significantly advanced prospects for long-delayed justice for the Mau Mau.

A. Background of the Case

As part of a multi-dimensional reparatory justice campaign, five elderly Kenyans – Paulo Muoka Nzili, Wambugu Wa Nyingi, Ndiku Mutwiwa Mutua, Susan Ngondi, and Jane Muthoni Mara – filed a reparation lawsuit against the British government in the British High Court in London for torture during the Mau Mau rebellion in Kenya in the 1950s. Filed in 2009, the suit held a mirror up to the British Government’s brutal colonial past and asked England and its
The Mau Mau rebellion began as an indigenous (primarily Kikuyu) anti-colonial movement for Kenyan independence from 60 years of British colonial rule and for recovery of native lands. Displacing Kenya’s indigenous peoples, British settlers capitalized on Kenya’s vast arable lands. The Mau Mau movement emerged from broiling dissatisfaction with land losses, social inequality, and deteriorating indigenous culture and work and housing opportunities. Kenyan independence fighters and a multitude of supporters backed the freedom movement — one of many in Africa at the time.

The British government moved quickly to suppress the rebellion. It declared a state of emergency and endorsed mass detention, which often began with village burnings. Security forces ordered families, including many indigenous Kikuyu, into makeshift camps where guards whipped workers, beat and castrated males, and tortured and raped women into sexual submission. The rebellion and the British government’s reaction tore communities apart.

The British government outlawed any mention of the atrocities and branded the Mau Mau as terrorists instead of freedom fighters. The long-standing ban prevented the Mau Mau from fully telling their story and engaging in organized


153 Mutua v. Foreign & Commonwealth Office, [2011] EWHC (QB) 1913, [8], [9], [13], [27] (Eng.).
154 Id. at [41], [42].
155 DAVID CAVALERI, THE LAW OF WAR: CAN 20TH-CENTURY STANDARDS APPLY TO THE GLOBAL WAR ON TERRORISM? 57 (2005), available at http://www.au.af.mil/au/awc/awcgate/army/csi_cavaleri_law.pdf (noting that historically, the Kikuyu were one of over thirty indigenous Kenyan groups that comprised a third of the Kenyan population and occupied “the most fertile land in the Kenyan highlands” that came under the ownership of less than 30,000 Europeans).
156 Id. at 58.
157 Id.
158 Id. at 65.
160 Simon Rutho, one of the few male survivors of the Nyeri District’s Gatung’ang’a village, recounts the sexual violence:

There was a headman . . . from Kiamarigal, . . . | a very cruel man. Whenever that headman desired a woman, and she refused him, he would take a beer bottle, then order an askari [soldier] to hold one of the woman’s legs, and another to hold the other, wide apart. Then he would insert the bottle into the woman’s private parts and punch it up to the stomach. Many women died after having been treated that way.

Id. at 245.
reparative justice activity. Their characterization as terrorists legally shielded the British government from reparation claims because under the Geneva Convention, governments were not liable for the harsh treatment of prisoners engaged in terrorism. Post-independence Kenyan leadership maintained the ban on speech related to the Mau Mau rebellion and buried the memory of the Mau Mau ostensibly to promote national unity. Then-President Jomo Kenyatta assured European settler-farmers of their safety by cementing Kikuyu subordination, characterizing Mau Mau as “a disease which had been eradicated, and must never be remembered again.” Later Kenyan leadership also suppressed the memory of Mau Mau in history books and independence celebrations.

However, in 2002, Kenyans employed “ballot power” to uproot corrupt leadership and elect Mwai Kibaki, a Gikuyu from the Mau Mau heartland of Nyeri. Kibaki, praised as “the people’s choice,” quickly and boldly removed the 56-year-old ban on the Mau Mau. This facilitated open discussions about the atrocities and the creation of the Mau Mau War Veterans’ Association. The Veterans’ Association, with government support, demanded an accurate written history of the rebellion before aging elders passed on.

B. Reparative Justice Movement

At the same time, the Republic of Kenya created a Task Force on the Establishment of a Truth, Justice, and Reconciliation Commission to determine the necessity of a formal truth commission investigation. The Kenyan government desired to be perceived as a human rights adherent and thereby enhance its legitimacy as an emerging democracy. The Task Force listened to
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170 Hughes, supra note 165, at 185.
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first-hand accounts of the suffering of Kenyans during the colonial era. However, it recommended that a formal Truth Commission focus only on the post-colonial period of 1963-2002.

The Mau Mau Veterans' Association rejected the Task Force's recommendation for a sharply limited inquiry. It appealed to the Kenya Human Rights Commission and a United Kingdom law firm and formed a Mau Mau reparations legal team. Based on historians' investigations, the Human Rights Commission in 2006 launched a Mau Mau Reparations Campaign in Kenya and Britain. The campaign set forth clear objectives: educate the local and global communities about the group-based atrocities against the Mau Mau and the need for redress; energize an incipient redress movement and achieve reparations for the Mau Mau torture survivors; trigger the British government's acceptance of responsibility; and engender social healing for the future by "implant[ing] the tools for comprehensive transitional justice in Kenya." The British Government refused to engage.

C. Mutua, et al. v. Foreign and Commonwealth Office

So in 2009, the Mau Mau claimants sued the British government. In Mutua v. Foreign and Commonwealth Office, they asserted tort claims for damages under English law for assault, battery, and negligence. They maintained that the British government authorized and jointly designed the system of torture against them and also negligently failed to prevent the torture, beatings, and rape by Kenyan governmental actors. In light of those transgressions, the Mau Mau claimants asserted a right to meaningful redress emanating from both domestic common law and international law.

\[^{157}\] Id. at 18.
\[^{178}\] See Paramaguru, supra note 152; Ray, supra note 152, at 18.
\[^{179}\] Brownhill, supra note 177.
\[^{180}\] Support the Mau Mau Reparations Campaign, supra note 150.
\[^{181}\] Id.
\[^{182}\] Leigh Day Launches Mau Mau Claim, supra note 177.
\[^{183}\] [2011] EWHC (QB) 1913, II (Eng.).
\[^{185}\] The High Court noted that the claimants' submission cited human rights principles that require a
1. British Government’s Threshold Motion to Dismiss

The defendant, Britain’s Foreign and Commonwealth Office ("FCO") representing the British Government, moved to dismiss the reparations claim.\(^{186}\) The motion to dismiss (or in the alternative for summary judgment) under British law is a threshold motion decided early in the case to determine whether enough evidence exists to allow the litigation to proceed through the discovery stage and to trial.\(^{187}\) Especially when a case involves events that occurred many years earlier and particularly when the Government is a targeted defendant facing a controversial charge, courts are inclined to grant the motion and end the case well before it exposes the Government at trial to both liability and embarrassment.\(^{188}\)

An early dismissal of Mutua not only would have ended the case, it would have publicly signaled government absolution—the Mau Mau’s reparations claim so lacked merit that it was not substantial enough to get to trial. Indeed, in moving to dismiss at the threshold, the British Government asserted exactly that: it denied legal responsibility for torture that may have been committed by the Colonial Government in Kenya (which ceased to exist since 1963) and further denied that the British Government was in any way directly involved in torture.\(^{189}\)

The Mau Mau claimants traveled 4,000 miles to oppose the Government’s motion to dismiss in the High Court in London. Plaintiffs Mutua and Nzili presented evidence that British perpetrators castrated them and that British detention officials manacled Nyingi for two years and beat him unconscious.\(^{190}\) They also attested to horrific sexual violence.\(^{191}\) The Mau Mau claimants additionally presented academic historians’ “sizable documentary base” detailing grave abuses and the colonial system of authority and control.\(^{192}\) The claimants asserted that common law and public international law principles passed liabilities of the old Colonial Government to the British Government upon independence.\(^{193}\) Moreover, the Mau Mau litigants asserted that the British Government should be held directly liable because its Army and Colonial Office instigated and procured a system of horrific abuse in violation of broadly accepted international law precepts.\(^{194}\) Documents showed that in July 1957, the British nation’s legal system to ensure that torture victims “obtain redress,” including “adequate compensation” and “as full rehabilitation as possible.” Mutua v. Foreign & Commonwealth Office, [2011] EWHC (QB) 1913, [1156] (Eng.) (citing U.N. Charter art. 73; United Nations Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, art. 14, G.A. Res. 39/46, Annex, 39 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 51), U.N. Doc. A/39/51 (1984)).
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\(^{188}\) See supra notes 135-37 (noting American courts threshold dismissals of reparations lawsuits).
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government authorized a policy encouraging the gross abuse of detainees. 195

2. High Court Rulings: A Group-Based Notion of Perpetrator, Opening the Door to British Government’s Liability, and Extending the Statute of Limitations

After careful review, 196 the British High Court issued a historic ruling in July 2011. 197 Instead of granting the motion to dismiss, Judge McCombe of the High Court determined that the Mau Mau claimants presented an “arguable” claim against the British Government on four of the five asserted legal grounds. 198 Conflicting evidence made it impossible to rule out the strong inference that British General Erskine, the colonial Commander-in-Chief, and those under his command, “instigat[ed] or procur[ed]” the system of torture of detainees 199 pursuant to “a common design” that benefitted both the British Government and its colonial arm in Kenya. 200

In so ruling, the High Court appeared to reject the Government’s narrow construction of “perpetrator.” The Government had argued that the “UK government” was not liable for the “assaults for which only the actual perpetrators and their employers, the Kenyan government were liable.” 201 Separate from the possibility of vicarious liability which the Court recognized in its October 2012 ruling, 202 the Court employed a broad notion of fault and causation. Consistent with Matsuda’s expanded liberal legal notion of a group-based perpetrator, it rejected the Government’s individualized notion of fault because “the claimants would [then] have to identify individuals who they could say procured the commission of the torts,” which would be difficult long after the events. 203 Rather, the Court construed perpetration not only as individual acts by individual actors, but also as organizational participation in a “common design to commit torture.” 204

To underscore this group-based notion of perpetrator in this colonial torture setting and to focus on the human rights harms suffered by those at the bottom, the High Court quoted from a 1954 Kenyan court opinion finding a “system of torture.” 205 Without identifying individual perpetrators, that opinion cited to
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198 Id. at [58].
199 Id. at [125]. A historian testified that Commander-in-Chief Erskine and his successor knew about the grave abuses and, despite a statement to the contrary, supported the atrocities by “play[ing] [t]he central role[s] ... [in] screening, interrogations, villagisation and detention policies ...” Id. at [124-25].
200 Id. at [125].
201 Id. at [114].
202 Id. at [115].
203 Id. at [118].
204 Id. at [116].
205 Id. at [126].
“common [torture] practice” by “screening teams” and observed that “[w]hat legal powers of detention these teams have or under whose authority they act we do not know.” Given the emergency regulations authorizing detentions, however, that court observed that “whatever the authority responsible, it is difficult to believe that these teams could continue to use methods of unlawful violence without the knowledge and condonation of the [organizational] authority.” And it concluded that the government organization would be held responsible because “[s]uch methods are the negation of the rule of law which it is the duty of courts to uphold.”

The Mau Mau litigants also bolstered their reparation claim by asserting the British government’s “joint liability” for assaults after July 1957. Secret telegrams and documents between the governor of the colony and the British Secretary of State in London from July 1957 appeared to expressly authorize detainees’ torture. Rather than respond to the documents’ content, the defendant FCO contended that the communications amounted to the British Secretary of State’s mere approval of a proposed action by the colonial government and therefore did not reflect independent action by the British government, thus shielding it from liability. Indeed, an earlier English case, *R (Quark Fishing Ltd) v. Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs*, had announced a broad doctrine clearly designed to prevent claims against the colonial power for acts of the local colonial government installed and overseen by the colonizer. However, Judge McCombe noted legal ambiguity about precisely what circumstances triggered the liability shield. In view of this “uncertainty,” he opted to narrowly construe the *Quark* rule. By doing so, he removed the threshold shield to British Government accountability, finding preliminarily that “the Secretary of State acted as one of Her Majesty’s Ministers in the United Kingdom.”

The final leg of the Mau Mau’s reparation claim, the Government’s negligence in failing to stop the abuses, also survived the defendant’s motion to dismiss. Generally, under English common law, mere omissions do not impose liability. Moreover, Judge McCombe acknowledged that “courts have expressed reluctance
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to impose a duty in areas where public policy issues, in the sense of political judgments, arise," noting that normally courts are "ill-equipped and ill-suited to assess [matters of policy]." But Judge McCombe cited a recognized opening for judicial intervention and creativity: in "exceptional cases," the court will "accept that the interests of justice justify" an extension of governmental accountability for passive negligence.

Employing the context-dependent test of "interests of justice," Judge McCombe ruled that "judicial policy might positively demand the existence of a duty of care [rule]" in this "exceptional case." He explained that "[t]he time must come when standing by and doing nothing, by those with authority and ability to stop the abuse, becomes a positive policy to continue it." In similar fashion Judge McCombe disposed of the British Government's second procedural maneuver aimed at evading a decision on the substantive merits — the statute of limitations. Because the Mau Mau sustained initial injuries over 50 years ago, the Government argued that the Limitations Act barred their personal injury filing in 2009. For contextual reasons similar to those just described, however, and consistent with Matsuda's notion of an expansive statute of limitations for historic group-based injustice with persisting harms, Judge McCombe rejected the British Government's time-bar argument. In late 2012, after full briefing and factual presentations, the High Court determined that the limitations period had not expired. In light of the legal ban on the very existence of the Mau Mau until 2003 (and indirectly on even mention of the British government's suppression of the Mau Mau rebellion), in light of the extreme emotional barriers to claimants' acknowledgment of their suffering (surviving women could not speak of their sexual torture to their later husbands), and in light of the British government's possibly inadvertent misplacement of key documents bearing on liability (located after the litigation
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226 Id. at [35] ("The claimants point to the seriously humiliating (and partly sexual) torture and other ill-treatment to which each was subjected. They say that this had a psychologically debilitating effect upon their ability to speak openly, or in some cases even privately, about what had happened to them. By way of example, Mrs Mara has still not felt able to discuss these matters with her husband."). Cf. Devika Hovell, The Gulf Between Torts and Torture, 11 J. INT'L CRIM. JUST. 65 (2013) (critiquing Judge McCombe's reliance on tort law rather than human rights law on torture, including non-resort to the European Convention on Human Rights to decide statute of limitations issue).
commenced), the Court declined to terminate the case on time-bar procedural grounds and instead ordered the Mau Mau reparative justice claim to full public trial.

D. Looking Forward

In his opinion, Judge McCombe underscored the significance of reclamation of a nation's "honour" and the legitimacy of its legal system. He observed that the "use of torture is dishonorable. It corrupts and degrades the state [and] . . . the legal system which accepts it." Revealing the heart of his thinking about "symbolic significance," he quoted at length a case that poignantly noted the evolving international "revulsion" with torture in concluding "the rejection of torture by the common law has a special iconic importance as the touchstone of a humane and civilised legal system." In doing so, Judge McCombe presented what Matsuda termed the "symbolic significance" of the Mau Mau campaign for reparations.

Through these statements, Judge McCombe endeavored to legitimate his technically explained refusal to summarily dismiss the Mau Mau's claims. His statements highlighted the importance of judicial intervention "in the interests of justice," even though traditional doctrines had to be flexibly construed and "public policy issues, in the sense of political judgments" were implicated. The High Court conceptualized the Mau Mau's claim as far different from an ordinary common law personal injury suit, and alluded to the colonial context of the claims and the larger interests of those "at the bottom," as well as the British government's stake in just adjudication. In doing so, the High Court's rulings indeed reflected far more than the standard legal judgment.

V. CONCLUDING THOUGHTS: REPARATIONS (AND SOCIAL HEALING THROUGH JUSTICE) AS CRITICAL LEGALISMS

In broadly construing "perpetrator," in creatively narrowing the Quark rule and rejecting the Government's negligence-immunity argument, in stretching the limitations period for initiating suit, in underscoring the Government's temporary loss of key documents and the claimants' continuing suffering, and in thereby expanding potential government accountability for historic transgressions in the "interests of justice," Judge McCombe implicitly embraced both an expanded liberal legal view of the Mau Mau's claim and what Matsuda terms "reparations as a critical legalism."
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The 2011 and 2012 rulings signaled the High Court’s assessment about the importance of publically ventilating the entire Mau Mau rebellion story at trial — it noted media publicity — and the significance of determining the British Government’s accountability for historic human rights abuses during the waning days of its colonial empire. By acknowledging the “exceptional” nature of the claims and the colonial context, by invoking the “interests of justice,” the Court underscored evolving social healing concerns characterized by evolving fourth generation reparations theory: the acknowledgment of historical wrongs (based upon the voices of those oppressed and the government’s own files), the recognition of continuing individual and group-based injuries, and a commitment to appropriate redress (which implicates broad relief, including raising the standard of living, promoting cultural survival and political participation and fostering a “new [public] consciousness”) — all while “looking always to victims for guidance” and recognizing a national interest in reestablishing or enhancing legitimacy as a democracy committed to human rights.

Even though a public trial or an unlikely public settlement is yet to come, and although serious reparations claims often invoke potent backlash and the risk of commodification, the High Court’s rulings move the Mau Mau’s claim down a potential path toward some fashion of social healing, both for the Mau Mau as a group and British society as a whole. Serious contemplation of reparations claims in the court of global public opinion as well as courts of law may re-open doors to social healing through justice for others elsewhere. Perhaps for women suffering war-inflicted sexual violence through gender-sensitive redress. Perhaps for indigenous peoples struggling to reclaim lands and self-governance. Perhaps for the descendants of those enslaved and subjected to harsh segregation by law. Perhaps not, in light of the “underside” risks of reparations process. Perhaps not, but potentially so.

Conceived as critical legalism, reparations as a key component of redress for historic injustice is both practical and aspirational. It is practical because reparatory justice claims, like those of the Mau Mau in Mutua, trigger grassroots and organizational campaigns for public acknowledgment, government

233 Matsuda, Looking to the Bottom, supra note 2, at 388 ("CLS [critical legal studies] reveals the flexibility of legal doctrine and invites new consciousness").
234 Id. at 397 (emphasizing the importance of fashioning redress by looking to the victims for guidance).
236 See supra Section III.
237 Of course, continued litigation might result in a formal judgment against the Mau Mau claimants — factual and legal questions at trial will include the extent to which the British Government is liable directly for its own actions and indirectly for actions of its colonial government. On the one hand this might deepen reopened wounds. On the other, the litigation process, illuminated by journalists, scholars and rights organizations, might transform a narrow adverse legal judgment into expanded public consciousness with implications for political forms of redress. See Yamamoto et al., Crossroads, supra note 14, at 56 (observing how successful legislative reparations initiatives have been “galvanized and informed” by “unsuccessful” litigation).
accountability, and personal and community repair. It is aspirational because, in Mari Matsuda’s words, “reparations is at its heart transformative. It recognizes the crimes of the powerful against the powerless. It condemns exploitation and adopts a vision of a more just world.”

POSTSCRIPT

As this article was going to press, the British government finalized an unprecedented out-of-court settlement with the Mau Mau in Mutua, believed to be first time Britain expressed regret for its colonial era atrocities. Cast in the language of social healing, British Foreign Secretary William Hague, on behalf of the government, acknowledged Britain’s acts of torture and the resulting “suffering and injustice,” and expressed the country’s sincere regret:

I would like to make clear now and for the first time, on behalf of Her Majesty’s Government, that we understand the pain and grievance felt by those who were involved in the events of the Emergency in Kenya. The British Government recognises that Kenyans were subject to torture and other forms of ill treatment at the hands of the colonial administration. The British government sincerely regrets that these abuses took place, and that they marred Kenya’s progress towards independence. Torture and ill treatment are abhorrent violations of human dignity which we unreservedly condemn.

... This settlement provides recognition of the suffering and injustice that took place in Kenya... and it is my hope that the agreement now reached will receive wide support, will help draw a line under these events, and will support reconciliation.

... The ability to recognise error in the past but also to build the strongest possible foundation for cooperation and friendship in the future are both hallmarks of our democracy.

The historic settlement followed intense social scrutiny about the British government’s colonial past and political debate about the import of the High Court’s earlier rulings refusing to dismiss the Mau Mau reparations suit. Through

---
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the settlement, the British government agreed to pay about $31 million (approximately $5,700 each) to the 5,228 surviving claimants and to construct a memorial to the victims in Nairobi, Kenya. However, it denied legal liability for the colonial administration’s actions, cautioned that the settlement does not establish a precedent for other former British colonies, and warned that it would defend against future claims.

As anticipated by Professor Matsuda’s initial reparations theorizing and the later work of fourth generation reparations scholars, Britain’s settlement with the Mau Mau for historic injustice is necessarily forward-looking and much more than a standard monetary legal judgment: Britain formally acknowledged “torture and other forms of ill treatment at the hands of the colonial administration,” recognized the continuing “pain and grievance felt by those who were involved,” and committed itself to redress (including monetary compensation, the construction of a monument, and support for public recognition, reconciliation, and future cooperation). For all practical purposes, the settlement is a political resolution cast in judicial clothing—that is, a political step toward reconciliation engendered by still pending reparations litigation.

Indeed, for some, the group-based settlement, with its fourth generation language of reconciliation, is transformative. Mzee Gitu Wakahengeri, head of the Mau Mau War Veterans Association and survivor of the atrocities, calls the settlement the “beginning of reconciliation between the Mau Mau freedom fighters of Kenya and the British government.” Matheng Irengi, one of the successful claimants, also acknowledges the long-lasting impact of the settlement: “Forget the money they’re going to give us. Money comes and goes but the word sorry will last for ever.”

The settlement is also aspirational because it may further open political doors to social healing through justice for others in Kenya and elsewhere (despite Britain’s
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246 Cobain & Hatcher, supra note 240 (reporting the Mau Mau claimants’ lawyer saying: “The elderly victims of torture now at last have the recognition and justice they have sought for many years. For them the significance of this moment cannot be over-emphasised”). Some, however, viewed the settlement amount as too small. See Warner, supra note 245 (noting that some were not satisfied with the modest amount of the settlement); Dixon & Soi, supra note 239 (reporting that the veterans association accepted the settlement because they feared the appeal would take too long); Rawlings Otieno & Caroline Rwenji, Victims: Cash Not Enough But Better Than Nothing, STANDARD DIGITAL (June 7, 2013), http://www.standardmedia.co.ke/?articleID=2000085379&story_title=victims-cash-not-enough-but-better-than-nothing&pageNo=1.
Another 8,061 Mau Mau have a pending case in the High Court seeking damages for personal injury and losses from torture, mistreatment, forced labor and wrongful detention. The British Foreign Office was also put on notice that Cypriots will file a claim alleging mistreatment during the 1950s decolonization conflict in Cyprus.

As predicted by the expanded social healing framework’s “underside of reparations process,” however, some criticize the settlement and warn of the limits of the reparations claiming process going forward. Although the settlement amount is modest, the “ideology of reparations” highlights the settlement’s separation of the Mau Mau into “haves” and “have nots.” Only 5,228 victims are slated to receive compensation, leaving many others—perhaps up to 15,000—“anxious” to receive redress. “The distorted legal framing of reparations claims” underscores the risks in similarly framed reparations lawsuits. Practical obstacles like the statute of limitations, the unavailability of historical evidence, and the absence of expert forensic analysis, may allow judges to reject other reparations suits at the procedural threshold.

Still, some Mau Mau, while accepting the symbolic nature of the monetary award, see the healing power of Britain’s acknowledgment of its past injustices. As Mau Mau freedom fighter Mzee Gitu Wakahengeri recognized, “no amount of compensation [can] cover for the loss we suffered. But the fact that the U.K. government has acknowledged and accepted that something bad happened and regret is given[,] the simple apology statement is enough for us.”

---
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